DBR microcavities
• a pair of DBR mirrors separated by a cavity layer
• localized cavity mode: resonant peak in transmission 
Gap solitons
Group velocity dispersion −→ spreading of wavepacket Nonlinearity compensates −→ stationary pulses (from: B. J. Eggleton et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 76, pagg. 1627 -1630 , 1996 Properties of gap solitons:
• Slow group velocity
• Robustness against perturbations and collisions
• Depending on sign of nonlinearity: Gross-Pitaevskii eq. ←→ Maxwell's eqs.
Laser −→ nonlinear photon optics BEC −→ nonlinear atom optics
• Analogous coherence properties Linear regime: infinite lattice
• Nearly-free atom approximation: 
Finite lattice
• Pulse transmission determined by amplitude t(k) 
Conclusions and perspectives

Bright gap solitons:
• positive scattering length
• small and negative effective mass
• effectively attractive interactions
• increased healing length and soliton size A new scheme for generating solitons:
• not from the whole BEC cloud (risk of large heating, uncontrolled collapse)...
• ... but from a much shorter density bump of standing wave antinode
• modulational instability seeded from strongly modulated standing wave density profile
Perspectives:
• seeded modulational instability in different geometries
• gap soliton lifetime in presence of thermal cloud (calculations via stochastic field techniques ???)
• the experiment
